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Chapter 1799 Head Over

Heels in Love Nicole smiled. “Mr. Sage, long-term endorsement won’t be good for
your image transformation. It’s also easy for the company’s products to form a
fixed pattern.

Whether or not you can continue to be the spokesperson of Stanton Corporation
will still need to be assessed b y the company.” Harvey’s eyes were dull. He
pursed his lips and did not speak. Nicole did not think that Harvey would look so
disappointed because of an endorsement.

Harvey had at least two dozen endorsements from big international first -tier
brands. He should not value Stanton Corporation so much in comparison. Harvey
smiled with his head bowed. 1 “Is that so? Alright then…”

Julie looked at the two people and felt a little awkward. She thought that Harvey
was different from the past. He finally had the strength to speak to Nicole As
they were talking, the door outside suddenly opened. Daily new more chapters
update on:

They thought that Fabian came back again, but it was not him. The three of them
looked at the person who appeared at the door in surprise. Nicole could not hide
the joy on her face.” How did you get here?” Didn’t she say that she would go
back later? When Clayton saw Nicole, his eyes flickered with a bit of helplessness.

He loosened his tie and said, “I just happened to be in the vicinity for a meeting,
so I came to pick you up.” After that, Clayton nodded at Julie. When he saw
Harvey, he paused for a second and nodded as well.

However, it was a completely different attitude from Julie’s. Harvey felt it. When
Harvey saw Clayton, he froze for a moment. “Mr. Sloan?” Everyone who had been
in the entertainment circle for a while had more or less heard of Clayton Sloan,
the bigwig of the investment circle.

It was said that investment in the entertainment industry was a sure thing. Those
entertainment companies tried every possible way to get Clayton to notice them
by sending him moneygifts. and women. However, Clayton was unfazed by it all.

H e would only discuss projects with other investors and would not stay a minute
more after business talks were over. Clayton also did not participate in any
entertainment events. Due to this, no one could grasp Clayton’s weaknesses and
they did not know whath e liked.

The only scandal Clayton had was with Nicole. However, news of this gradually
quieted down It seemed that the relationship between Clayton and Nicole had



cooled off. However, Harvey suddenly realized something now that Clayton was
here. Harvey also noticed the tacit gaze between Clayton and Nicole. Their
relationship did not cool off. Instead, they became more intimate. Daily new
more chapters update on:

They were head over heels in love. Clayton went over, leaned down, and kissed
Nicole without any hesitation. Julie raised her eyebrows and pretended not to
have seen it. She just felt sour. Harvey’s face stiffened for a moment. Clayton
casually sat next to Nicole and held her hand. “If I’d known that you wanted to
come over, I would’ve brought you along when I came in the morning.” Nicole
smiled sheepishly. “It’s a last- minute decision.

I came to find Julie to go shopping with me. Clayton asked, “So, are you guys
done talking? Why don’t we go for dinner together?” Julie subconsciously
glanced at Harvey. This was the third person who asked Nicole out for dinner.

Clayton did not know what had just happened. Thus, he looked at Nicole very
frankly. Nicole paused. “Aren’t you busy in the evening? I’ll be fine with Julie.” 5)
Clayton squeezed Nicole’s hand, which was soft and delicate.

“Nothing can be more important than having dinner with you.” 1) This made
Nicole very happy. She did not hide the delight in her eyes. “Well, we still need to
wait until Julie’s done here.” As soon as Julie heard this, she immediately stood
up. “Understood.

I’ll hurry.” a Although Julie did not want to be a third wheel, she was already used
to eating together with this couple. Julie glanced at Harvey and paused. “Harvey,
I’ll help you to remove your makeup.”
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Chapter 1800 Take Something

Fake Seriously If Harvey continued to sit here, he would probably suffocate to
death. Harvey froze and hastily stood up. “Yes, please.” Harvey nodded at the
couple and did not make eye contact. He just turned around and went to the
dressing room inside Clayton narrowed his eyes as he watched Harvey’s
departing back.

He put away the smile on his face “Harvey Sape? Are you guys close?” Nicole was
playing with her phone. She shook her head “Not really. I think the last time we
met was last year?” Clayton’s expression eased and became gentle.

He gently pinched her small earlobe. “Look at you attracting attention
everywhere Nicole clicked her tongue. Her eyes were watery as she looked at
Clayton. “Is it my fault for being so pretty?” Nicole was innocent. Daily new
more chapters update on:



She and Harvey had no relationship at all. Clayton was purely imagining things
However, this kind of explanation seemed superfluous. It was better not to say
anything. In the dressing room. Harvey changed his clothes and came out.

He saw Julie leaning against the table, waiting for him. He paused and said, “I can
do it myself.” Julie smiled and took out the makeup remover pads that were
already prepared. “It’s okay. I’ll do it.” Harvey walked over and sat down without
saying much.

He cooperated by slightly tilting his head and closing his eyes. Julie was very
familiar with this process. Since the makeup artist was not around, she would
help out She looked at Harvey’s calm face and admired him for his patience.

The next second, Harvey suddenly opened his eyes. His voice was very deep a she
spoke. “They’re together?” Julie’s hands paused slightly. She looked a t the door
and saw the couple who were whispering to each other.

It looked like no one could get between them. “Of course.” Harvey gritted his
teeth. His gaze was cold, and a trace of reluctance crossed his eyes. Julie saw it
but did not expose him. She laughed. “In this circle, it’s easy to take something
fake seriously, thinking that life is like a script.

But Nicole’s not on the same level. Some people can only think about her, while
others don’t even have the right to have any thoughts about her. Well, just look
at Eric Ferguson, who was so infatuated with her back then. Didn’t he leave just
the same?” Harvey stared into the distance, and his eyes flickered.

He moved his lips but finally did not say anything. Julie continued, “Clayton looks
like a gentleman, but that’s only if one doesn’t touch his cheese. Otherwise, he
won’t show any mercy.” 1) She already hinted so much. Daily new more chapters
update on:

Even if Harvey was slow, he understood what Julie meant Julie was advising him
to turn back in time. Were his thoughts so obvious? Julie put down the things in
her hand.” Okay. You can do the rest yourself.”

1 Anyway, she already said what she could. Julie just hoped that Harvey would
know what to do. In the beginning, Harvey was not doing well in the
entertainment industry, but now, he had a perfect turnaround. During this
process, Harvey’s performance was noteworthy, humble, and polite.

However, gradually after more interaction, Julie noticed that Harvey had a kind
of possessiveness toward the things and people that he liked. Julie admired
Harvey’s reserve and patience to be able to play such a good hand beautifully. It
was just that Harvey better not affect Nicole’s interests.

Julie looked at Harvey, who was sitting there stiffly in silence. She left the room
and smiled at Nicole and Clayton who were outside. “Well, you two can go on a
date. Kai just called me and told me to go find him.”



Nicole was a little disgruntled, “Who does Kai think he is to order you around?!”
Clayton looked at Nicole with a specious smile and pinched her cheek. “You still
have the nerve to say this? Didn’t I come here after you called?”
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